
3. The Stars
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We need to make a background showing the stars and the moon.

*don’t use the moon backdrop as this won’t work correctly with this code. 

1. Start Scratch

2. Start Creating

Start your web browser then go to 
www.scratch.mit.edu

www.scratch.mit.edu

Click Create.

To the right of the 
screen, click the 
Stage icon.

Choose the 
Backdrops tab.

Click Choose a 
backdrop 
(bottom right 
corner of screen).

Select Stars*.

Lesson 4 - Lunar 
Landing

We are approaching the moon.  Some of the 
automatic systems are offline, so a manual 
landing will be necessary.

Land your spaceship as slowly as possible, 
but don’t use too much fuel. Start coding!
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4. Choose Your Tools

5. The Moon’s Surface

Pick very 
light grey.

Drag to create a thin 
rectangle shape at the
bottom of the screen. 

If you make a mistake click the 
undo button and try again.

Select the 
brush tool.

Pick 
black.

Click the zoom in button 2 times.

Use the brush tools to make lots 
of small craters in the surface of 
the moon.

Select the 
rectangle tool. Choose filled.
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7. Add the Spaceship

8. Variables

6. No Cats On The Moon

Right-click the cat sprite then click 
delete. 

You can draw your own lunar lander / spaceship, or download one from the LGfL Space Adventures 
website. If you draw your own one, draw it from the side. 

Open a New 
Tab in your 
browser.

Visit www.lgfl.net 
and find a picture of 
the lunar lander.

SA_lander_side.png

Download it to 
your computer.

Our program is going to need two variables. One will store the fuel that is remaining in the 
spaceship. The other will store the speed of the spaceship. The speed will usually be a negative 
(minus) value to make the spaceship move down the screen.

Now make the 
variable to store 
the fuel:

Hover over the 
choose sprite 
button.

Upload Move your 
mouse to the 
upload sprite, 
then click it.

Browse to 
find your 
rocket image.

Click the Code tab.

Make a Variable

Click Variables Click Make a 
Variable.

speed Type in speed

Click OK

Make a Variable

Click Make a 
Variable.

fuel Type in fuel

Click OK
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9. Start Coding
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10. Test Your Code

Drag in the following code to land the spaceship.

When the green flag is clicked run this code:

Move the spaceship to the top of the screen.

Shrink it down to 25% of its normal size.

Click the Green flag to test your code.

The spaceship should drop down towards the moon’s surface, getting faster as it goes. 
Tapping the up arrow key should slow down the ship.

Tap it a couple of times to bring the spaceship down slowly on to the surface of the moon.

If you press the up arrow key too many times you will use up all your fuel and the 
spaceship will crash down on to the moon’s surface.  You may be stranded here .. forever.

Try to land with a speed of -0.5 or -1. Any faster and there will be damage!

If your code doesn’t work check through it carefully. Look at the comments next to 
each block to try and work out where the problem might be. Check all the values in 
the white boxes. If pressing the up key doesn’t work check the code in green.

Set the speed variable to zero.

Set the the fuel variable to 50.

Keep repeating this code until touching the moon.

Change the spaceship’s speed.(It is a minus number 
to make it move downwards more quickly).

Make the spaceship move up or down.

If the up arrow is pressed 
and there is some fuel 
left then run this code:

Increase the speed (in an upwards direction).

Use up some fuel.

Keep looping until we hit the moon.
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